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Abstract In this paper, we describe a reinforcement learning-based approach to
power management in smart grids. The scenarios we consider are smart grid settings where renewable power sources (e.g. Photovoltaic panels) have unpredictable
variations in power output due, for example, to weather or cloud transient effects. Our
approach builds on a multi-agent system (MAS)-based infrastructure for the monitoring and coordination of smart grid environments with renewable power sources and
configurable energy storage devices (battery banks). Software agents are responsible
for tracking and reporting power flow variations at different points in the grid, and
to optimally coordinate the engagement of battery banks (i.e. charge/idle/discharge
modes) to maintain energy requirements to end-users. Agents are able to share information and coordinate control actions through a parallel communications infrastructure, and are also capable of learning, from experience, how to improve their
response strategies for different operational conditions. In this paper we describe
our approach and address some of the challenges associated with the communications infrastructure for distributed coordination. We also present some preliminary
results of our first simulations using the GridLAB-D simulation environment, created
by the US Department of Energy (DoE) at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(PNNL).
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1 Introduction
One of the key benefits enabled by smart grids is the ability to manage power consumption and distribution more efficiently, and to support two-way information and
power flows in the grid. By integrating information technology with advanced monitoring and control at all levels in the system, future infrastructures will be smarter,
more effective, and likely more resilient to localized failures or malicious attacks.
This capability also enables the potential for distributed power management, or selfmanaging infrastructures that can balance cost, service and resilience based on current demand, policies, and environmental conditions.
The increasing acceptance of smart grid and renewable energy technologies brings
new capabilities and opportunities for future power systems. However, as it is often the case, new system capabilities also bring new challenges for the design and
management of power generation and distribution infrastructures. Renewable energy
sources enable a number of advantages that include, for example, long term cost
reductions and the potential reduction of carbon emissions. However, they are generally dependent on environmental conditions and other external factors that may affect
their reliability, and possibly the overall dependability of the power system.
The challenge then becomes to design new systems and infrastructures that can
leverage the potential benefits provided by distributed and renewable energy sources,
while maintaining acceptable levels of reliability in the overall system, specially in
peak hours and critical operation conditions.
One way to mitigate the problem is to compensate for the renewable source fluctuations by controlling the real-time energy demand through automated demand response. Demand response mechanisms usually imply providing a price signal, or incentive to smart grid devices in order to allow them to properly schedule non-critical
loads and optimize their costs [4, 12, 21]. Dam et al. [9], for example, proposed an
expert system-based approach to control local energy loads based on pricing information and local load management policies.
O’Neill et al. [18] proposed CAES (Consumer Automated Energy Management
System), a reinforcement learning-based approach to demand control, primarily
based on the estimation of the impact of future energy prices and consumer decisions
on residential energy management. Demand response mechanisms are very effective
for accommodating relatively short-term changes in energy price and availability, but
they must be carefully balanced with customer preferences and requirements to maintain a perceived quality of service. That may, in some cases, limit their application to
mitigate fast, short term transients in energy supply.
An alternative approach to address the problem is to provide a system-level stabilization mechanism that can accommodate renewable supply transients without minimum impact to the perceived quality of service to the end-user. These strategies
would consist of stabilizing the supply of energy by using distributed storage mechanisms to mitigate the short term supply transients. By properly choosing when to
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charge and discharge distributed storage devices, such as batteries, the system can
compensate for both, fluctuations in demand and in supply (power generation). With
short term fluctuations mitigated, longer-term variations in the system could still be
managed through fall-back demand response mechanism, if necessary.
This approach, however, also faces its own set of challenges. First, there is still the
need for demand response mechanisms, because the charging of the storage devices
must be scheduled in a way that leverages the spare renewable energy, minimizing
any use of non-renewable energy sources. Second, power losses in the lines increase
with distance, therefore, it is desirable to discharge the storage devices that are closer
to the areas of high demand. And third, using the distributed storage to handle unpredictable disruptions might cause an opportunity cost if the storage devices are not
properly charged for other programmed disruptions.
In order to optimally manage the storage devices in coordination with the renewable power sources, a number of optimization and optimal control strategies have
been proposed [6]. For example, in [17] the authors proposed an optimal bidding
strategy to combine renewable power generation with energy storage. The proposed
approach is centralized, and the problem is formulated as a continuous Markov decision process. In their approach, the power storage capabilities are modeled as a risk
mitigation component for the uncertainties in price and supply, of renewable energy
sources. In [24], a rule-based approach is proposed for battery-based energy storage
and dispatching. The goal is to maintain energy supply levels, for intermittent data
source environments. The approach is also centralized, and based on a fixed rulebased controller to smooth the transients of renewable energy sources based on forecasted solar and wind conditions. Other related approaches have also been proposed
and discussed in the literature, including [1, 2, 13], and [8].
More recently, multi agent-based coordination strategies have been introduced to
address the problem [20]. For example, in [28] the authors propose a multi-agent
game theoretic approach to minimize the probability of peaks in energy demand,
when multiple micro-storage devices are trying to charge from energy produced by
the grid. In [19], an agent-based homeostatic control strategy is proposed for grid
stability using storage devices and learning software agents for smart grid management. In [16], a multi-agent approach is proposed for the distributed coordination of
energy production and storage in a hybrid system connected to the grid. In that work,
agents directly affected individual convertors connected to the grid by setting, for example, their control mode and current reference. Wei et al. [29], built on the work
of [25, 27] and [10] to propose an agent-based algorithm for energy storage management where individual agents shared used short term (day-ahead) energy price
predictions for store allocation. For additional information, a more theoretical discussion of the benefits and challenges associated with agent-based optimization and
control was discussed in [27]. In this paper, we propose a supply control mechanism
using reinforcement learning to manage the charging and discharging of storage devices (i.e. battery banks), as a function of the system load and available sources.
The goal is to minimize the costs associated with drawing additional energy from
the main grid, due to temporary variations in the energy generated by the renewable
sources [26].
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2 An illustrative scenario
The scenario shown in Fig. 1 illustrates a simplified version of a smart grid configuration with the same set of components we consider in this work. The scenario consists
of a small feeder with one connection to the main grid (top input node), distributed
energy loads (houses), distributed energy storage (batteries) and a renewable energy
source. There is a meter located at the top of the feeder to keep track of the overall
power exchanged with the main grid. The solar array at the top of the feeder provides
a renewable source of energy to the system and is also connected to a separate meter
that tracks power being generated by the solar array.
The batteries are distributed across the feeder and are also connected to individual
meters to keep track of the power produced or consumed by each battery, as well
as the load on the branch where the battery is located. While the proposed scenario
includes only three batteries, placed in different branches of the feeder, the algorithm
does not constrain the number or location of the batteries, as long as the effects of
their states are perceived in the set of meters being monitored.
One important difference between the proposed scenario and some of the previous
settings considered for multi-agent energy management is the distribution of storage
devices. Conventionally in the literature, energy storage devices are considered at the
end-user side, that is, in individual homes and buildings. These are relatively low
capacity devices used to temporarily store spare renewable energy, for example from
solar, or wind sources. At the local level, the optimization of energy storage is also

Fig. 1 A simplified illustrative scenario
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important, and may take into account varying costs of power (from the main grid),
and power utilization profiles. In our scenario, we envision larger scale battery banks
deployed in specific (and fixed) locations in the micro-grid. While the optimization
of battery placement is in itself an interesting research problem, it is not part of the
scenario we are addressing. In our scenario, battery banks are pre-located in the grid,
with only a limited control interface to set their operational mode as charging, idle or
discharging.
The concept of large scale energy storage systems is not new. Early Battery Energy
Storage Systems (BESS) were proposed in the late 70’s as part of a US renewables
energy initiative. Numerous related projects follow, including the Exploratory Battery
Development Testing Program (ETD) in the early 80’s, the Utility Battery Storage
Program (USB) in the early 90’s, and more recently the Department of Energy’s
Energy Storage System (ESS) program, which includes not only batteries, but also
other alternative energy storage technologies such as flywheels and compressed air
energy storage (CAES). The potential for large scale storage devices, for example
for window power, were discussed in [15]. In [11], a review of the state of the art
battery energy storage is provided, as well as their economic viability and impact on
the power system operation. A comparative analysis of different large scale energy
storage technologies is presented in [23].
While different technologies have very different characteristics and capabilities,
for the purposes of our work we consider a simplified battery (or battery bank), as a
storage device. Utilization costs and charge/discharge rates are fixed, and all battery
banks in the scenario are considered identical. The scenario used for the experimental
results consists of a larger feeder than the one illustrated in Fig. 1. The feeder contains
15 houses and 3 batteries, and it was based on the IEEE 13-Node radial distribution
test feeder [14].

3 Learning an optimal strategy for dynamic battery allocation
In the proposed scenario, the feeder connects with the main grid in one single point,
and is able to draw the necessary energy to accommodate the dynamic load of the
system. However, the costs of energy drawn from the main grid are significantly
higher when compared with energy costs obtained from renewable energy sources.
For the purpose of reducing overall energy costs, a solar array was installed and
connected to the main meter. In addition to the solar array, three sets of batteries were
also deployed in the system to mitigate the variations of energy output from the solar
array due to cloud transients or other external effects.
In this work, a dynamic programming approach is proposed for learning, from experience, an optimal policy for engaging each battery based on measurements from
the meters. The goal is to minimize the costs associated with energy utilization from
the main grid. Each battery can be independently set in one of three states: charging, idle and discharging, and the goal of the learning algorithm is to determine the
state of each battery given the readings from the different meters. Software agents are
associated with each battery, and communicate with each other to share information
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and coordination actions. There are many options for the communications infrastructure [7], and specific implementations are generally driven by economic, geographic,
and existing infrastructure constraints.
A reinforcement learning system is characterized by a policy, a reward function
and a value function [22]. Policies are the core of the reinforcement learning task
and are often stochastic. They define the way the agent behaves at a given time and
are basically mappings from states of the environment to the actions that ought to be
taken when the system is in those states.
A reward or cost function defines the goal in a reinforcement learning task. The
main goal of the reinforcement learning system is to maximize the total reward, or
minimize the total cost in the long run. The value function specifies, for every perceived state of the environment, which action is good in the long run. For each stateaction combination, the value function indicates the desirability of taking the action
when the system is in the given state. The value function is usually identified by
Q(s, a), where s is the state, and a is the action.
Reinforcement learning algorithms rely, in general, on the estimation of a value
function. The method that we use here for learning the value function is know as
Q-learning. After taking an action a while being in state s and observing the resulting
reward r and the new state s, a Q-learning agent will update the value function using
the following formula:


(1)
Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + α r + γ max Q(s  , a  ) − Q(s, a) ,
a

where α is known as the learning rate; and γ is known as the discount rate and
determines the present value of future rewards.
The reinforcement learning agent will construct a policy using the Q function.
The policy is stochastic, giving different probabilities to each action according to the
estimated value of the action in the current state.
Some of the most common strategies for policy discovery include ε-greedy and
softmax. An ε-greedy strategy selects the action with the highest value with probability (1 − ε), and splits the remaining probability uniformly among the other actions.
A softmax strategy varies the probabilities as a graded function of the estimated value.
The most common softmax method uses the Boltzmann distribution, and chooses action a with probability:
eQ(s,a)/τ
,
Q(s,b)/τ
b∈K e

Ps (a) = 

(2)

where K is the set of possible actions and τ is a positive parameter called the temperature.
High temperatures cause the actions the be all nearly equiprobable. Low temperatures cause greater difference in selection probability for actions that differ in their
value estimates. The problem with this strategy is that all actions need to be explored
at least once to be able to compute the probability. So, a strategy known as Exp3 is
used to help bootstrap the function. Basically, what it does is to assign a uniform
distribution over the unexplored actions, and then combines it with the Boltzmann
distribution.
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The state of the system can be modeled with different degrees of granularity.
A possible approach consists on using as state the measurements on the top level
meter and the solar array meter. This approach requires factoring out the power generated or consumed by the batteries from the top level meter. In this case, the actions
do not change the state of the system.
An alternative approach consists on using the batteries meters and battery states
(charging, discharging, idling) in addition to the top level meter and solar array meter. By using this approach, there is no need to factor out the power generated or
consumed by the batteries because the state of the batteries is already included as
part of the state.
The measurements in the meters will be divided into five levels: high negative,
low negative, neutral, low positive and high positive. The negative values occur when
the solar array is producing more energy than the system can consume. The positive
values occur when the energy produced by the solar array is not enough to feed the
system. A neutral level occurs when the power measurement is close to zero, meaning
that the system is self-sufficient.
An action of the system is the combination of three possible commands for each
battery: charge, discharge or idle. The charge and discharge actions will be fixed at a
given power level, but nothing forbids from using several levels of charge/discharge
power.
The cost function has three components:
– |P |: the absolute value of the power consumed by the system at the top level meter.
– The cost of consuming power from the grid (when P > 0).
– The cost of charging/discharging the batteries.
The cost function is defined by:
Cost = α · |P | + β · H (P ) · P + γ · Bcost ,

(3)

where P is the power level; α, β and γ are weight multipliers for the cost components; Bcost is the cost associated with the batteries, and H (P ) is the function defined
by:

0, P < 0
H (P ) =
(4)
1, P ≥ 0
3.1 Estimating the battery costs
The cost of charging/discharging the batteries is based on the expected life of the
battery. In our formulation, we disregard the investment costs in the storage device
and their amortization. We focus instead, solely in the costs associated with the use of
the device, effectively based on the expected number of cycles for individual batteries.
The overall battery cost is the sum of the costs for all batteries, and the usage cost for
individual batteries is given by the following:


Bcost = |PB | · α · (1 − CB ) + 1 − H (Cs ) · |PB | · β,
(5)
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where α and β are multipliers for the cost components, PB is the power step for the
battery when charging/discharging, CB is the battery charge (0%–100%), and Cs is
the following function:
⎧
⎪
1,
if charging
⎪
⎨
Cs = 0,
(6)
if idling
⎪
⎪
⎩
−1, if discharging
3.2 Policy learning
A well-known policy learning algorithm is the Exp3, which stands for (Exponentialweight algorithm for Exploration and Exploitation) [3]. In our formulation we use a
variation of the Exp3 action selection strategy will be used. It combines the Boltzmann distribution over the value of actions already explored, with a uniform distribution over the unexplored actions. Using this strategy, the probability of selecting
action a when the system is in state s is defined by:
eQ(s,a)/τ
α
,
+
Q(s,b)/τ
|K|
b∈K e

Ps (a) = (1 − α) · 

(7)

where K is the set of possible actions, and α is the exploration probability.

4 Experimental results
To evaluate the proposed approach a simple grid scenario, illustrate in Fig. 2, was
implemented and simulated in GridLAB-D [5]. The reinforcement learning agent
was implemented as a separate module to GridLAB-D, loaded with the scenario at
runtime. The state was modeled using the state of all the meters and the state of the
batteries. This model was chosen to avoid having to adjust the power in the top meter
to factor out the power produced, or consumed, by the batteries.
The scenario runs 2 hours of simulated time, during which the solar flux given
to the solar panels changes every 5 minutes between 0, 500 and 1000. The reinforcement learning agent checks the state of the system every 100 ms to decide if an action
must be taken or not. We assume that some of the meters are monitored by a local
agent that responds to state information requests and control commands sent from
a centralized control point. In our example, the centralized control point is an agent
located at the entry-point of the feeder. However, that role could also be played by a
remote component to the system, or the utility company itself. The effects of communication delays between individual agents and the main coordination node were also
simulated. Figure 3 illustrates the simulated communications topology.
First we will show the results of running the scenario under an idealistic communications network with a maximum delay below 10 ms. Under these conditions, all
measurements performed by the meters and the batteries that are sent to the agent
take less than 10 ms to reach their destination. In the same manner, all actions taken
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Fig. 3 Simulating the effects of communication delays on distributed meter monitoring

Fig. 4 Results under an idealistic communications delay below 10 ms

by the agent take less than 10 ms to be communicated to the batteries. Then, we will
show how the communications delay can affect the system.
Figure 4 shows how the system succeeds in keeping the real power near zero under
an idealistic communications infrastructure with communication delays under 10 ms.
At the beginning of the scenario, the system struggles to keep the power close to zero
because it is exploring possible solutions for each state change, that is, the system
is learning an optimal policy for the different operational conditions. Once learned,
similar conditions can be properly addressed, as the system has already developed an
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optimal strategy for the different conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 4 the exploration
for new strategies happens when there is a change in the solar flux, under a new
system state.
The results illustrated in Fig. 4 show how the system can quickly adapt to variations in power generated by the solar arrays. However, the results are based on idealistic communication conditions. The default delay of 10 ms is 10 times smaller than
the rate at which the agent performs an action (100 ms). Under these assumptions,
the agent will almost always have an updated view of the state of the system, and
it can expect that the effects of its actions will be visible in the following iteration.
However, a more realistic representation of the communication delays could not only
include much larger latencies in the state propagation, but also very different delay
profiles for different meters.
We then explore the effects of two types of delays in the state and control propagation. In the first case, we consider a general or systemic delay that equally affects
the perception of the learning agent regarding the state of all sensors. This type of
delay might be representative of deployments in which the control is performed at a
location relatively far (from a communications perspective) from all the entities being
monitored and controlled. Under such conditions, the delay tends to similarly affect
all meters. In the second case, we consider the effects of a more realistic model, in
which each meter and battery has different communication delays (i.e. variable delay).
The effects of the communications infrastructure on the system are illustrated in
Fig. 5, which shows the results for the systemic delay on all links. The figure also
shows the plot for the solar flux and the scenario with a 10 ms delay, just to clarity
and to facilitate the comparison. Figure 5 also shows the plots for the average delays
of 30, 50, 100, 300 and 500 ms.
The simulated delays are random, and normally distributed with a standard deviation of 10% the average delay. The learning agent update rate is still 100 ms, so
the effects of the actions of the agent under the 300 and 500 ms delay will only be
noticed 6 or 10 iterations later. The delays are simulated as one way delays (as opposed to round-trip delays), so under a 300 ms, it takes 300 ms for the command to
reach the batteries, and another 300 ms to propagate the response to the command.
As illustrated in the figure, the system seems to be robust against this type of delay,
at least up to 300 ms (3 times the update rate).
The robust behavior of the system can be explained by the fact that even though
the learning agent receives the state updates in a delayed fashion, it still keeps a
consistent state for the system, as the communications delay is generalized. In this
scenario, the effects from an action manifest themselves within the same window for
all meters, allowing the system to correlate its actions with the corresponding effects.
For the more complicated case, we re-implemented our simulations under a different
communications environment, where delays are not the same for all links. Figure 6
shows the results for the variable delay.
The top level meters have a communications delay between 10 and 30 ms, and
the batteries and their respective meters have communication delays between 70 and
100 ms. The system, as illustrated in the figures, seems unable to handle this type of
delay using an update rate of 100 ms. As the effects of some actions arrive sooner
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Fig. 5 Effect of a systemic communications delay (10, 30, 50, 100, 300 and 500 ms) with an agent update
rate of 100 ms

than others, the system is unable to get a clear picture of the general effect of its
commands.
It is possible, however to compensate for the communication delays, as long as
they can be estimated. When it is possible to monitor or estimate the delays from
all the elements, the system can define an update rate that is higher than the greatest
delay. Figure 7 shows the results for different update rates for the same scenario
with variable delays. An increase in the update rate from 100 to 120 ms shows little
improvement, but an update rate of 150 ms offers better results. An update rate of
200 ms shows results close to the results obtained under idealistic communication
delays.

5 Conclusion
The potential for self-management, not only in response to localized failures and
attacks, but also as a mean to optimize the response and control strategies for different operational conditions, is of key importance for overcoming the challenges
of distributed management and generation in future power systems. In this context,
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Fig. 6 Effect of a variable communications delay (top level meters have a communications delay between
10 and 30 ms, and the batteries and their respective meters have communication delays between 70 and
100 ms). The agent update rate is 100 ms

reinforcement learning has been shown to be a viable solution for balancing the distributed generation of electricity from renewable and non-renewable sources.
Our adaptive multi-agent approach builds upon a reinforcement learning strategy
to control the supply of energy while reducing the cost due to power losses and energy
generation from non-renewable sources. It efficiently manages the power and demand
response mechanism of the storage devices in the smart grid, and preliminary results
in simulation show that the agents are capable of maintaining the demand requirements of the power grid under fixed and variable communication delays.
The implicit assumption of the proposed formulation is that renewable power generated within the feeder (solar panels) is always cheaper than power drawn from the
main grid. From that perspective the optimization algorithm focuses on minimizing
the energy flow from the main grid to the local feeder, regardless of cost information.
Note that minimization in this case, is indeed a maximization of a negative flow—
reflecting renewable energy sold back to the main grid.
To take energy costs into account, the proposed approach would have to include
another variable representing the relative cost of energy between the main grid renewable sources, which would directly affect the agent’s reward. In the simplest case,
real-time cost information could be used, which would enable only a reactive optimization of the system. That could be almost directly supported by the current formulation, requiring only a change in the reward function. However, if future prices were
taken into account, agents would have to project rewards and lock into a short term
strategy based on projected prices. In that case, the state information used for policy
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Fig. 7 Result of compensating for the variable communications delay using different update rates

selection (and learning) would have to account not only for current energy costs, but
also for projected future costs, as well battery load and discharge times.
As illustrated in our results, the proposed multi-agent system is able to collect and
share state information in order to learn optimal strategies for battery allocation under
different operational conditions. The characteristics of the communication infrastructure used by the agents significantly influences the effectiveness of the optimization
algorithm. However, our results have also shown that such effects can be mitigated
by adjusting the update rate of the system in order to improve the overall state syntonization.
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